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Installation of the Be-torus, W-divertor ITER-like wall (ILW) on JET has presented a unique 
opportunity to compare behaviour with that in its former all-carbon lining. An important 
instance is for H-modes with impurity seeding, required to reconcile good performance with 
tolerable divertor heat loads and W sources in both ITER and JET at full power (≈ 34 MW). 
Attention has been focused first on plasmas at 2.65 T, 2.5 MA, input power 15 - 17 MW and 
high triangularity δ ≈ 0.4 , which yielded best confinement at high density in the all-C design. 
As expected, metallic wall materials led immediately to altered recycling, lower intrinsic 
radiation and improved purity in ILW plasmas, but lower electron pedestal temperature  
also reduced their confinement compared to all-C cases. An unexpected result was that this 
could be partially recovered with nitrogen injection, reminiscent of behaviour in the all-W 
ASDEX-U machine and suggesting a hitherto unrecognised role of intrinsic C in previous 
JET high performance. At the same time, radiated power fraction between ELMs was raised, 
though not yet above 0.6 . Strikingly this meant ILW confinement and radiation inside the 
separatrix, deduced from tomography, both increased together, although within uncertainties 
core electron transport was unchanged. The fall in inter-ELM heat load to the divertor 
outboard target remained in proportion to the resulting drop in efflux power for both ILW and 
all-C pulses, but surprisingly power exhausted in ELMs also decreased in the same proportion 
in the ILW, opposite to the previous all-C tendency. Similarly, while target ion flux peaked 
and then declined with rising N input in the ILW, estimated target to upstream electron 
pressure again generally dropped in line with efflux power, implying even a proportional rise 
of momentum detachment. A key distinction between the responses to N seeding was that 
ELM frequency tended to increase in all-C plasmas but initially to decrease, with a reciprocal 
increase in energy amplitude, in the ILW. This tended to offset the fall in divertor temperature 
between ELMs so that combined with the greater sputtering power of N itself, seeding always 
caused an increase overall in the time-averaged W source. A correlation between lower ELM 
frequency and higher confinement only at highest fuelling in the ILW also suggests 
conventional Fishpool scaling is generally a weak component of its recovery, so N seeding 
does seem genuinely to enhance edge stability. In addition, no evidence of the usual inverse 
correlation of normalised ELM size with collisionality at the pedestal top was seen over the 
scans in either JET version. These many contrasting results emphasize the profound effect 
which altered boundary conditions and intrinsic impurities can exert on H-mode plasmas. 
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